
ATEQ TPMS Tools releases update for WebVT portal

Livonia, MICH. - ATEQ TPMS Tools, LC, leader of TPMS Tool solutions for the OE, Industrial, and

Aftermarket industries, announced on Friday the release of WebVT version 8.16 to all ATEQ

TPMS tool users, which includes all-new features and functions.

WebVT is a desktop application that lets tool users upload and store job information from their

tool. Users can also perform software updates from the application, making WebVT a one-stop

updating assistance tool for all ATEQ users.

WebVT Version 8.16 Features and Functions:
● Job modification is now offered directly from the PC for all the following fields: comments,

client name, VIN, plate number, odometer reading

● DOT/TIN recording for all jobs synced into WebVT app

● Tire Tread Depth color reading

● New templates for all kind of vehicles (cars, bikes, trailers, ...) with an improved layout

● New support button to contact ATEQ support team

● VIN scan reading from the tool automatically populate the matching job on the PC

● Wi-Fi transfer from the VT tool to the PC for all the new jobs (function improved from

previous version)

● Distributor field added into My profile/registration screen

Watch the video outlining the brand new features.

“I’m very excited for this new version of WebVT. It adds great tools for our team to bring faster and

more effective support solutions to our customers,” said Renan Ludscher, Database Manager. “On

top of that, it also enhances the jobs interface with more customization and additional fields like

VIN and DOT management, which were highly requested implementations.”

Go to www.webvt.ateq-tpms.com to download WebVT, or open your existing WebVT software to

directly update. If there are problems updating the WebVT software, please contact the ATEQ

TPMS technical support team:

North America:
Phone - USA: 888-621-8767 (English)

Phone - Canada: 877-666-5325 (English/French)

help@supporttpms.com

EMEA:
Phone: +33 (0)1 30 80 10 84 (French/Spanish/English)

emea-tpms-tech-support@ateq.com

ateq-tpms.com

https://youtu.be/UZv25UgeJg8
http://www.webvt.ateq-tpms.com
mailto:help@supporttpms.com
mailto:emea-tpms-tech-support@ateq.com


About ATEQ TPMS Tools

ATEQ TPMS Tools, LC is a division of ATEQ which was founded in 1975. We are the number one world supplier in the
TPMS (Tire Pressure Monitoring System) field by supplying an entire range of TPM activation tools for both assembly
lines and tire repair shops.
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